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SUBJECTLESS SENTENCES IN GERMAN 
Introduction 
My motive for embarking on this investigation has been an 
interest in the existence of passives of intransitive verbs in German 
and my dissatisfaction with the accounts given for this phenomenon. 
Usually passives are described in terms of ,noun phrases, and the 
analysis is based on the contrast between subject and object. 
Passives of objectless verbs are seen as a special case, .almost a 
deviation, and this has led to the assumption of the existence of 0-
objects. It seems that this d~vice is only necessary if one starts 
from a preconceived idea of passive. As such passive constructions 
exist, they must be meaningful, and if we cannot acconunodate them in 
our concept of passives without the aid of artificial constructs, then 
our idea of passive may be wrong. .A minor point of interest was the 
observation that in subjectless passives the agent is always human, 
a phenomenon for which no explanation has been offered so far. 
To ·get a better understanding of this passive construction, I 
looked for other subjectless constructions in German and found that 
the subj ec tless passive was by no means isola ted. The compar,ison of 
the different types of subjectless constructions has shown some 
interesting similarities. 
In ch. I (p. 3) I have listed the types of sentences discussed. 
This list will be referred to throughout the paper. 
To avoid confusion in the following discussions, ch. II explains 
why the es which occurs with many of these s~ntences cannot be a subject. 
From ch. IlIon the different types of subjectless sentences 
are analysed in detail. After a description of the only non-passive 
type in ch. III, the features of the passive c9nstructions are discussed, 
most of them in the chapter on the dynamic or werden-passive, ch. IV. 
2. 
Although all passive sentences are, of course, intransitive, 
the terms 'intransitive/transitive passive' are used, short for " passive 
of intransitive/transitive verbs'. In all types discussed 'intransitive' 
constructions are compared with their 'transitive' counterparts. 
IV.I. shows that the morphology of intransitive and" transitive 
passives is identical. 
IV.2. discusses the question whether oblique noun phrases in 
transitive passives can be subjects. 
IV.3. contains an attempt to explain the function of the purely 
intransitive passive, i.e. sentences without any noun phrase. 
In IV.4. the status of the agent phrase is examined. 
In IV.s. I try to integrate the intransitive passive into a 
wider interpretation of the function of passives. 
In ch. V the other formal passive of German, the stative 
passive, is discussed. 
Ch. VI gives an analysis of the se~n + zu + infinitive 
construction, which leads to an excursus, in Ch. VII, on whether a 
rule of Tough Movement ,exists in German. 
Ch. VIII deals with a reflexive construction that occurs 
subjectless. 
In , the final chapter I try to fit the observations made into 
a cohesive pattern. 
Examples are given with a rough English translation when a 
construction is first introduced; later examples of the same 
construction are translated only as far as necessary, and often more 
freely. 
3. 
I. The Material. 
In many, if not all, languages of the world there are predicates 
which do not occur with personal subjects. Typically 'weather' verbs 
are of this class. Sometimes these predicates have no surface subjects 
at all, and there is no possibility of deducing a referent. 
In German, weather verbs have an overt subject, the non-
referential ea; but there are sentence constructions without · any overt 
subject. They are of the following types. 
(1) a) Mich friert 
'me . (acc) is cold' = 'I am (feeling) cold' 
b) (Heute) wird getanzt 
. '(Today) is danced' = '(Today) there is dancing' 
c) FUr Getranke iat geaorgt 
'For drinks is cared' = 'Drinks are provided' 
d) Dem Mann iat zu helfen 
'The man (dat) is to help' = 'The man can be helped' 
. e) Uber vielea laaat aich verhandeln 
'About much allows itself . to negotiate' = 
'A lot can be negotiated' 
Sentences of type (1) a) are active in form, types (1) b) and 
c) are passive, whereas (1) d) and e) are neutral in form and passive 
in meaning. In all five types the ending of the finite verb is 
impersonal, i.e. 3rd p. sg. 
II. Expletive ea. 
An expletive ea, comparable in function to English 'there ', 
can occur with all five types: 
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(2) a) Es friert mich. 
b) Es wird getanzt. 
c) Es ist fur Getranke gesorgt. 
d) Es ist dem Mann zu helfen. 
e) Es lasst sich uber vieles verhandeln. 
This es looks very much like a subject, but it is distinct from the 
so-called weather-es, as becomes evident when the two are compared: 
weather-es expletive es 
(3) a) es wird regnen (3) aa) es wird getanzt 
'it is going to rain' 'there is dancing' 
b) Wann wird es regnen? bb) Wann wird getanzt? 
(Question: 'When ?') 
c) ... ob es regnen wird cc) ob getanzt wird 
(Embedding , whether ... '). 
d) Heute wird es regnen dd) Heute wird getanzt 
(Adverbial . fronted: 'Today ... ') 
Expletive es occurs only in initial (preverbal) position in' declarative 
sentences. It disappears when the word order is changed, e.g. in 
questions, embedded clauses or when another constituent is fronted as 
in dd), whereas the impersonal sUbject es is retained in all these 
cases. 
But the strongest argument against regarding expletive es as a 
subject is that 'it can co-occur with subjects: 
(4) a) Ein Haus wird gebaut. aa) Es wird e&n Haus gebaut . 
'A house is (being) built' 'There is a house being built' 
b) Hauser werden gebaut. bb) Es werden Hauser gebaut . 1 
'houses 
1 . (4) bb) shows that the displaced subject continues to control 
agreement. 
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c) Ein Mann kommt. cc) ·Es kommt e&n Mann. 
'There is a man corning' 'A man is coming' 
Expletive es is especially common in existential sentences: 
d) *Ein Konig war einmaZ (in Frankreich). 
'A king was once (in France)'. 
dd) 
Es 
war einmaZ ein Konig. 
In Frankreich 
The unmarked position of the subject ·in declarative sentences 
is before the verb; this preverbal position in declarative sentences 
is the only one in which expletive es may occur. 
So in the presence of a subject, es can only be inserted if the 
subject has been shifted. A subject may be shifted for two reasons: 
either it is moved to the end of the sentence for reasons of emphasis, 
because it contains important new information; or it is displaced by 
the fronting of another constituent setting the scene or linking with 
the previous discourse, e.g. 
(5) a) Basic form of the sentence: 
OnkeZ Paul kommt heute vielleicht zu uns. 
'Uncle Paul comes .today perhaps to us t = 
'Uncle P. may be coming to us today' 
b) Fronting of heute~ subject in unstressed position after verb: 
Heute kommt OnkeZ Paul vielleicht zu uns. 
c) Rightward shift of the subject for emphasis (intermediate 
result, not permissible as final output); subject stressed: 
... kommt heute vielleicht OnkeZ Paul zu uns. 




Heute komm t vielleicht ..... ~ Vielleicht kommt heute ... 
e s-insertion: 
Es kommt heute vielleicht ... 
It can be predicted that e s-insertion can not occur if the subject 
contains old information and so is not shifted spontaneously: 
(5) e) *Es wird er gerufen 
'He is called' 
f) *Es wird der Junge ·gerufen 
'The boy is called' 
However, a definite oblique NP does not hinder es-insertion: 
(6) a) Es wird ihm geholfen 
'He is helped' 
b) Es wird dem Manngeholfen 
'The man is helped' 
The unmarked position of an oblique NP is after the verb. It may be 
fronted, but if no fronting occurs and the preverbal position is 
left vacant, es-insertion is obligatory even if the oblique NP does 
not contain new information. 
es is a placeholder which keeps the verb in second position. 1 
The Five Types of Subjectless Sentences in Detail. 
III. Type (1) a): Non-passive verbal and adjectival predicates that 
occur without a subject, e.g. 
(5) mich friert~ mich hungert~ mich schaudert 
'I am cold' , 'I am hungry', tI shudder' ('sth. gives me the creeps') 
1. For a full discussion of the verb-second constraint see J. Haiman, 
Targets and Syntactic Change, 1974. 
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(6) a) m~r graut~ m~r gruselt~ m~r ahnt~ 
'I dread', 'my flesh creeps', 'I have a foreboding', 
mir traumt 
'I am dreaming' 
b) mir ist kal t~ m~r ist schlecht~ m~r ist schwindelig 
'I am feeling cold, sick, giddy' 
These predicates require either a direct object or an indirect object 
which denotes the experiencer/patient. Semantically, they form a class: 
They describe ways in which an animate being, usually human, is 
affected in his/her physical or psychological state. 
The choice of dative or accusative is lexically governed; there 
are a few verbs that allow either: mir/mich schaudert~ graut~ gruselt; 
but there is no clear semantic differentiation, compare (5) and (6) b).l 
The oblique NP does not control agreement. 2 Compare the forms 
of frieren 'to be cold', which occurs in a personal as well as in an 
impersonal construction: 
(7) a) personal (pronoun:norn) b) impersonal (pronoun:acc) 
ISg ich friere mich friert 
2Sg du frierst dich friert 
IPI wir frieren uns friert 
Unlike a subj ect or an oblique NP in the presence of a subj ect', 
the oblique NP in a type (1) a) sentence cannot carry new information: 
(8) a) Es kommt ein Mann . 
'There comes a man' 
1. In Russian the same semantic and syntactic class can be identified, 
but there seems to be a clearer distinction between DO (physical 
state) and IO (psychological state). (See Whalen, p. 17) 
2. A more detailed discussion of the possible subject properties of 
oblique NPs is given in section IV.2. 
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b) Er gab se~nen Mantel e~nem armen Bettler . 
'He gave his coat to a poor beggar' . 
c) Er hat einem armen Bettler geholfen. , has helped 
d) *Vor dieser Aufgabe graut e~nem Mann. 
'this task dreads a man' = 'A man dreads this 
e) Vor dieser Aufgabe graut ihm . 
him' = 'He dreads this task' 
This means that in sentences of this type the new information must be 
contained in the verb or adjective; the predicate bears the stress. 
There is no agent, the object is obligatorily foregrounded, and the 
focus is on the verb: passivization would be pointless with verbs of 
this kind~ and predictably there is no passive. 
The verbs and adjectives of this group form a closed set. The 
subjectless construction is alive in present-day German, but not 
productive. No new members are added to the class, and competing 
constructions encroach upon its domain: 
(A) The expletive es is reinterpeted as impersonal (' weather') es 
and is retained in cases corresponding to (3) aa) - dd), e.g. 
and: 
(9) es friert mich; jetzt friert( 's ) mich; friert('s) dich nicht? 
. .. wenn ( , s) dich friert. 
B) Personal constructions are gaining ground, cpo (7) a) above 
( 10) mich hungert ich bin hungrig., ich habe Hunger 
mich gruselt ich grusele mich ( ref 1 ex i v e) 
m~r trawnt ich trawne 
but not m~r ist kalt/heiss *ich bin kalt/heiss ('cold/hot'). 
IV. The Passive of intransitive verbs. 
IV.l. The second , type of subjectless constructions is very productive 
in modern German. This is the passive of the t ype (1) b) (Heute) 
wird getanzt . 
task' 
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Apart from the fact that 'impersonal' . passives are restricted 
to the forms Qf the 3rd p.Sg. there is no morphological difference 
between the passives of transitive and intransitive verbs: 
(11) a) Ich frage dich aa) Du wirst gefragt 
'I ask you' 'you (nom) are answered' 
b) Ich antworte dir bb) Dir wird geantwortet 
'I answer you (dat)' 'You (dat) ('answer ' 3rd p.Sg.pass.) 
(12) a) (tr) Das Brot wird gegessen 
'The bread is eaten' 
b) (itr) Hastig wird gegessen 
'Hurriedly is eaten' = 'They eat hurriedly'. 
There are two classes of intransitive verbs: A) verbs that do 
not take a DO, but some other obligatory NP or PP, e.g. 
gedenken w.gen. 'remember', °h d t ' f ° , verze~ en w. a. orglve, 
warten auf w.acc. 'wait for'; 
and B) verbs that occur without any obligatory NP, e.g. 
tanzen 'dance', Zachen 'laugh', wandern 'hike'. 
With verbs of class A), the obligatory NP appears to be a 
, 
candidate for subjecthood in passive sentences. It very often occupies 
clause-initial position, which is the unmarked position for the subject 
in German. Examples: 
(13) a) Dern Mann wird gehoZfen. 
'The man (dat) is helped'. 
b) Den UbeZtatern wird verziehen 
'The culprits (dat) is forgiven' = 'The culprits are forgiven' 
c) Der Toten wird gedacht . . 
'The dead (gen) is remembered' = 'The dead are remembered'. 
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d) Auf wei ter e For derungen wurde verzichtet . 
'(prep) further claims was renounced' = 
'Further claims were waived'. 
e) Von PoZi t ik wurde ni cht ge sprochen . 
'(prep) politics was not spoken' = 
'Politics was not talk~d about'. 
With predicates of type (1) a) the oblique NP had to be definite, and 
this was one difference between oblique NP and subject. But with type 
(1) b) predicates, the oblique NP may be indefinite, e.g. 
(14) a) (cp. 13 a) Es wird einem Mann gehoZfen 'a man 
b) (cp. 13 b) Einigen UbeZtater n wird verz iehen 'some culprits 
This might be an indication that the .oblique NP is .i ndeed a subjec t; 
but there are several counterindications. 
C1: The oblique NP does not trigger agreement. Compar e : 
(tr) ruf en 'call' (itr) heZfen 'help ' w. da t 
(15) a) lSg ich wer de gerufen b) m1.,.r wird gehoZfen 
2Sg du wirst gerufen dir wird geholfen 
3Sg er/sie wird gerufen ihm/ihr wird gehoZfen 
1PI wir wer den gerufen uns wird gehoZfen 
2PI ihr werde t gerufen euch wird gehoZfen 
3PI S1.,.e werden gerufen ihnen wird gehoZfen 
C2: The oblique NP does not qualify fo r Equi NP Deletion: 
(16) a) Der Mann . hofft~ dass er . gerufen wird. 
1.,. 1.,. 
'The man hopes that he is called'. 
Der Mann hofft~ gerufen zu werden . 
b) Der Mann . hofft~ dass ihm . gehoZfen wird . 
1.,. 1.,. . 
I 
'The man hopes that he (dat) i s hel ped'. 
*Der Mann hofft~ gehoZfen zu werden . 
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C3: The auxiliary wollen 'will, want to', which requires 
a personal subj ect, does not occur. with passives of intransitive verbs: 
(17) a) (tr) Der Mann will gerufen werden . , .•. wants to be called' 
b) (itr) *Dem Mann (dat) will .geholfen werden . 
c) (itr) *Der. To ten (gen) will gedacht werden. 
d) (itr) *Den Ube l t;i"tern (dat) will verzie.hen werden. 
If wollen is treated not as an auxiliary but as an embedding verb 
like 'want' (but with obligatory Equi) , C3 can be collapsed with C2. 
C4: The oblique NP does not qualify for Subject-to-Object 
Raising. In German, S-O-Raising is restricted to verbs of perception. 
(18) a) Der Mann kommt Ich sehe den Mann kommen. 
'I see the man corne' . 
Dem Mann wird geholfen . - *Ich sehe dem Mann geholfen werden. 
(acc) *Ich sehe den Mann geholfen werden. 
However, this argument against the subject status of oblique NPs is 
invalidated by the fact that S-O-Raising cannot be applied to the 
nominative subjects of transitive passives either: 
c) Der Mann wird verhaftet - *Ich sehe den Mann verhaftet werden . 
'arrested' 
C5: Subject-to-Subject Raising. 
In English, there are two types of subject-raising predicates: . 
A) predicates referring to the likelihood of a proposition (epistemic), 
and B) referring to the beginning, continuation or cessation of an 
activity or process. 1 
In German, both these types are more restricted. In group 
A) we have only the verb scheinen 'seem'. 
1. See Konig ch. 2 
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(19) a) I11m scheint geholfen worden zu seine 1 
'He (dat) seems to have ' been helped'. 
If scheinen is a subject-raising verb and if clause-initial position is 
an indication of subject status, then the grammaticality of sentences 
like (19) a) is an argument for the subjecthood of the oblique NP. Even 
in the face of 
(19) b) Es scheint i11m geholfen worden zu se&n (with expletive es) 
the subject status of i11m can be saved if es-insertion is ordered after 
subject-raising (it is shown to be post-cyclic by J. Breckenr'idge); the 
position of the oblique NP - immediately after the verb - ' is consistent 
with that of a displaced subject . . But by the same token the oblique 
NP would have to be the subject in the following examples: 
(20) a) Ihm scheint die MUsik zu gefallen. 
'Him (dat) seems the music (nom) to please' = 
'He seems to like the music' 
b) Dir scheinen die andern dcivon nichts gesagt zu haben. 
'You (dat) seem the others (nom) of it nothing tell (perf)' = 
'The others do not seem to have told you anything about it'. 
c) Es scheint dir niemand etwas davon gesagt zu haben . 
you (dat) nobody (nom) anything (acc) ... 
and sentences (20) a) - c) would end up with two subjects each, which 
is absurd. Compare also: 
(21) Es J scheint getanzt zu werden. 
Nebenan ('next door') 'There seems to be dancing. 
Either scheinen is capable of raising just about any element of a clause, 
1. Regarded as ungrammatical by Breckenridge (p. 13) as grammatical 
by Ebert (p. 179) 
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or it is not a raising verb in German.l In either case, it cannot be 
used as a test for subjecthood. 
With raising verbs of type B) oblique NPs fail to be raised: 
(22) a) Der Mann fangt an~ beachtet zu werden. 
'The man (nom) is beginning to be noticed'. 
b) *Dem Mann fangt an getraut zu 'werden. 
, (dat) is beginning to be trusted'. 
But the evidence is not really conclusive, as the , number 'of verbs 
that can occur in passive complements of this kind is very narrowly 
restricted anyway.2 Compare: 
c) *Der Mann fangt an~ ubersehen zu werden 
'The man (nom) is beginning to be ignored'. 
C6: Quantifier Floating. 
The extent to which oblique NPs in passive sentences can float 
quantifiers seems to vary with a speaker's dialect, but within a 
given dialect oblique NPs in passive sentences are treated in exactly 
the same way as obliqueNPs in active sentences: 
(23) a) Den Kindern hat er allen etwas geschenkt . (?) 
'The children (dat) has he all something given' = 
'He gave presents to all the children'. 
b) Den Kindern ist allen etwas geschenkt worden. (?) 
'To all the children, presents were given'. 
c) Den Kindern ist allen geholfen worden . (?) 
'The children (dat) have all been helped'. 
1. J. Breckenridge in her thesis assumes that there are "rules that 
nothing undergoes", i.e. that 0-subjects (o f intransitive passives) 
can be raised. But it is equally possible that auxiliaries and verbs 
like scheinen (zu) ~ brauchen (zu) 'need to', pflegen (zu) - 'used to' 
are lowered instead. 
2. Konig ch. 2. 
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Speakers who accept (23) c), which is subjectless, will also accept 
a) and b), where the subjects are er and etwas respectively, and 
Quantifier Floating cannot be taken as a criterium for subjecthood. 
If (23) c) is rejected, then a) and c) will also be ruled out, and 
the speaker will admit Quantifier Floating only for subjects and direct, 
objects; in that case the test shows that the oblique NP is not 'a 
subje,ct. 
Criteria C1 (verb agreement), C2 (Equi), C3 (wollen) and for 
some speakers C6 indicate that the oblique NP in passive sentences 
does not acquire subject status, the other criteria cannot be used 
to provide a proof either way. 
IV.3. In the case of i~transitive ~erbs without an obligatory complement 
there is, of course, no candidate for subject status anyway. 
(24) a) Es wird getanzt. 'There is dancing' 
b) Es wird gearbeitet. 'There is working' 
c) Es wird nicht geraucht. 'There is no smoking' 
(25) a) Soviel ich weiss~ wird getanzt. 'As far as I know, 
b) Jetzt wird gearbeitet. 'Now 
c) In diesem Haus wird nicht geraucht. 'In this house 
In the sentences of , (24) and (25) the verb cannot logically be a 
predicate. Whether the preverbal position is filled by an adverbial 
or by expletive es, there is no NP for the verb to be predicated of. 
(It is to be remembered that in questions and embedded clauses there 
is no preverbal position that must obligatorily be filled, and neither 
adverbial nor es need be present). The sentences must therefore be 
existential: it is the existence of the activity that is asserted. 
This is reflected in the English translation which useq "existential" 
, there' . 
I 
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The existence of an activity is introduced as new information. 
An obligatory oblique NP may be either old information and provide the 
foil (background) to the activity, as in (26) b)', or it may be part 
of the new information, as in (26) a): 
(26) a) Es wird einem Mann geholfen . 'There is helping . to a man' 
Dem Mann wird geholfen. 'To the man there is helping' b) 
whereas in type (1) a) sentences only the verb or adjective could 
contain new information, the oblique NP was always known (definite) 
and unstressed. 
IV.4. The Agent Phrase. 
The agent in a German passive sentence is usually expressed by 
a prepositional phrase with von, but other prepositions are possible, 
especially if the "agent" is inanimate. 
von and durch can be used to mark animate or inanimate agency, mit 
marks inanimate agent (instrument) only: 
(27) a) Der Junge wurde von s~&nen Kameraden gehanselt. 
'The boy was teased by his friends'. 
b) Die Wanderer wurden von einem Unwetter uberrascht. 
'The hikers were surprised by a storm'. 
c) Die Botschaft wurde durch einem Reiter uberbrach~. 
'The message was delivered by a horseman' . 
d) Die Rettungsarbeiten wurden durch schlechte Sicht erschwert. 
'The rescue operations were hampered by poor visibility' . 
e) Das Fahrzeug wird mit einem Elektromotor angetrieben. 
'The vehicle is driven by an electric motor'. 
Von~ durch and mit are the prepositions most commonly used to express 
agency, but Brinkerl lists many more, e.g. in 'in (writings)',. bei 
1. (1971), pp. 42-29. 
16. 
'in (authors)', unter 'under (authority)', von seiten 'on the part of'. 
This variability indicates that the agent phrase is indeed an adverbial, 
and like an adverbial it is not an obligatory constituent of the clause. 
The cases in which the agent is expressed are actually only a 
small minority of all passives, in English about 15-20%, German 
15-17%1 (in colloquial and dialectal German the agent phrase is 
practically unknown). 
The agent is expressed when the phrase conveys additional 
information, omitted when it can be deduced from the context, e.g. 
(28) a) Die Bucher werden (* von der Druckerei) gedruckt . 
'The books are printed (*by the printers)'. 
b) Mein Bruder 8agte~ er werde den Zaun streichen~ und der 
Zaun wurde (* von meinem Bruder/* von ihm) gestrichen . 
'My brother said he would paint the fence, and the 
fence was painted (* by my brother/by him)'. 
A non-specific agent (German indefinite pronoun man (nom), e~nen (ace), 
e~nem (dat)) need not be explicitly mentioned in a passive clause, and 
there is no agent phrase of the form von e~nem , although the combination 
of von and einem occurs, e.g. in Das konnen sie nicht von einem verlangen 
'They cannot require that of one'. 
In the vast majority of werden-passives (Svartvik1s 'agentive' 
passive) the agent - whether expressed or not - is animate. 2 This 
reflects the fact that agents in any sentence, active or passive , tend 
to be animate. But inanimate agents occur in passives of transitive 
verbs : 
1. Figures from Svartvik and Schoenthal. 
2 . For figures see Schoenthal p . 92. 
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(29) a) Der SoZdat wurde von e1.-nem feindZichen Schutzen getroffen. 
'The soldier was hit by an enemy gunner'. 
b) Der SoZdat wurde von e1.-nem feindZichen Geschoss getroffen. 
'The soldier was hit by an enemy bullet t • 
When the agent is unexpressed, it is not possible to assume 
a single lexical equivalent for the deleted NP, as Freidin1 has shown: 
(30) a) Germany was defeated (by her enemies). 
b) John wants to be left alone in his room (by everybody). 
c) 'Marsha was arrested (by an officer of the law). 
d) Jane was elected president of the club (by the majority 
of the members). 
e) The compound was oxidized (by the air). 
Similar examples can be found for German "transitive" 'passives, i.e. 
passives of transitive verbs: 2 
(31) a) Wurzburg ist 1.-m zweiten WeZtkrieg schwer getroffen worden 
'We was severely hit during the Second World War' 
(von Bomben - 'by bombs'). 
b) Kurt wurde im September 1939 eingezogen. 
'K. was drafted in September 1939'. 
(von der Behorde -'by the authorities'). 
c) Herz und Lungen wurden abgehorcht 'Heart and lungs were examined' 
(vom Arzt - 'by a doctor'). 
However, if the verb is intransitive and the passive sentence 
is subjectless, only human agents are possible. Whert an explicit non-human 
agent phrase is added, the sentence becomes ungrammatical: 
1. Language 51 (1975), p. 387. 
2. Examples adapted from Brinker, (1971)., pp. 111-112. 
I 
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(32) a) Es wird getanzt. 'There is dancing (by humans)' 
b) *Es wird von den MUcken getanzt. ' ... by mosquitoes' 
c) Draussen wird gebrilZZt. 'There is roaring outside (by humans)' 
d) *Draussen wird von Lowen gebrUZZt. ' ... by lions' 
e) Es wird jeden Morgen gesungen. 'There is singing (by 
humans) every mo r .ning' 
f) *Von den VogeZn wird jeden Morgen gesungen. 'By the birds 
With obligatory noun phrase: 
(33) a) Dem Mann wurde a) von den Nachbarn gehoZfen. 
b) von der PoZizei 
c) *vom Wetter 
d) *von dem treuen Hund 
'The man was helped by a) the neighbours 
b) the police 
c) *the weather 
d) *the faithful dog. 
i.e. when there is no subject, the character of the agent is predetermined 
and cannot be deduced from the context. 
There are other clause-internal constraints on noun phrases 
in passive sentences. Compare: 
(34) a) Von dem Kind wurde e1.-ne Vase beschadigt. 1 
'By the child a vase was damaged' . 
b) *Von dem Kind wurde etwas besclUidigt. 
'By the child something was damaged'. 
(34) b) seems to be ungrammatical because the subject is etwas. There 
could be a rule that a noun phrase can only be the subject of a passive 
1. All examples in this section are given with the agent phrase fronted, 
to avoid difficulties that are not relevant to the discussion. (34) a), 
e.g., would be ungrammatical if the , indefinite NP eine Vase preceded 
the definite NP (von) dem Kind. 
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s entence if it is specif ic. Howev er, the same s entence wi thout t he agent 
phrase is grammatical: 
c) Es wurde etwas beschadigt . 
And so are d) and e): 
d) Von niemandem wurde etwas beschadigt . 
'By nobody anything was damaged'. 
e) Von al l en wur de etwas beiges teuert . 
'By everybody something was contributed'. 
The reason for the ungrarnrnaticality of (34) b) cannot lie in the 
subject, because in c), d) and e) the same subject is grammatical ; nor 
in the agent phrase, because it is grammatical in a); but in t h e 
relative status of the two. 
In (34) a) and b) the agent NP is specific, i n d) and e ) 
unspecific, or general. The subject NP is specific in a ) , unspecif ic 
in b)-e). A rule that suggests itself is: There cannot be a specific 
agent in a passive clause unless there is a specific subject. 
From this would follow that there cannot be s pecif ic agents in 
subjectless passive sentences. 
(35) a) *Von den Madchen wird getanzt . 
'By the girls there is dancing'. 
b) Von allen wird getanzt . 'By everybody 
Compare the following examples: 
(36) a) ?Von Kindern wurde etwas beschadigt . ' By children ... ' 
b) ?Von allen Madchen wird getanzt . ' By all t he gi r l s 
The agent in (36) a) and b) is specific - the clas s is id ent ified 
but indef inite and plural, i.e. it is more specific t han von allen~ 
von vielen~ but less specific than von den Kindern~ von dem Kind and 
even von einem Kind . Sentences a f this t ype ar e mar ginally acceptable . 
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In (37) b) the subject is unspecific and the agent specific, 
yet (37) a) and (37) b) are equally grammatical, whereas (34) b) is not: 
(37) a) Von dem Kind wurde der Mutter e~ne Vase geschenkt. 
'By the child to the mother a vase was given'. 
b) Von dem Kind wurde der Mutter etwas geschenkt . 
something was given'. 
(34) b) *Von dem Kind wurde etwas beschadigt. 
The distinguishing factor in (37) b) is that in addition to the 
unspecific subject the clause contains another noun phrase, der MUtter~ 
which is specific. The presence 'of this NP makes the sentence 
grammatical. This is borne out by the evidence from subjectless 
sentences: 
(38) a) Von den Nachbarn wurde dem Mann geholfen . 
'By the neighbours the man was helped'. 
b) Von allen wurde dem Mann geholfen. 'By everybody 
c) Von den ~wohnern wird mit Hochwasser gerechnet. 
'By the residents (pre'p) flooding is expected'. 
d) Von vielen wird mit Hochwasser gerechnet . 'By many 
However, the specific NP in (39) is not sufficient to balance a 
specific agent phrase: 
(39) a) *Von dem Kind wurde ~n dem Museum etwas beschadigt. 
'By the child something was damaged in the museum'. 
b) *Von den Madchen wird an diesem Abend getanzt. 
'By the girls there is dancing this evening'. 
The phras.es in dem Museum and an diesem Abend are locative and time 
adverbials respectively, and not obligatory constituents of the clause. 
So the rule for the agent phrase should be modified: The agent ph~ase in 
a passive clause can only be speci~ic if the clause contains an 
obligatory noun phrase which is also specific. 
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By this constraint the agent phrase is singled out from other 
prepositional phrases. In other non-obligatory noun phrases specificity 
is not restricted; so the agent phrase is not an ordinary adverbial 
phrase. The sentences of (40) are grammatical except for (40) d), which 
contains an agent phrase: 
(40) a) Auf der Strasse wird getanzt. 'In the street 
b) An diesem Abend wird getanzt. 'This evening 
c) Fur Peter ist etwas abgegeben worden. 
'For Peter something has been handed in'. 
d) *Von Peter ist etwas abgegeben worden. 
'By Peter something has been handed in'. 
The special status of the agent phrase becomes particularly clear 
with personal pronouns. Personal pronouns are the most specific of 
noun phrases, and are usually not possible in agent phrases: 
(40) a) *Von mir wurde der Mutter eine Vase geschenkt. 
'By me the mother was given a vase' . 
b) *Von ihnen wurde mit Hochwasser gerechnet. 'By them 
c) *Von uns wird auf der Strasse getanzt. 
'By us there is dancing in the stree'. 
The sentences are improved if the agent phrase is placed in the least 
stressed position, immediately after the verb: 
aa) ?Der MUtter wurde von m~r eine Vase geschenkt. 
bb) ?Mit Hochwasser wurde von ihnen erst am Morgen gerechnet. 
not until the morning,.l 
cc) *Auf der Strasse wird von uns lange getanzt . 
, ... for a long time'.l 
1. The insertion of adverbials in bb) and cc) is necessary because 
otherwise the agent would be placed in the most stressed position 
at the end of the clause before the infinite form of the verb. 
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In other non-obligatory NPs pronouns occur freely: 
(41) a) Bei uns wird niaht geraucht. 
'With us (= at our place) there is no smoking'. 
b) Fur dich ist etwas abgegeben worden. 
'For you something has been handed in'. 
c) Meinetwegen kann getanzt werden. 
'Because of me (= as far as I am concerned) there may 
be dancing'. 
Pronouns are possible , in agent phrases, especially if there is a highly 
specified NP which is more prominently placed than the agent NP; but 
practically they occur only very rarely. A personal pronoun, if it is 
an agent, is more likely to appear as the subject: the unmarked 
subject position before the verb is also the natural position for 
information relating to the previous discourse. 
The rule that prevents personal pronouns from appearing in 
agent phrases is discourse-governed and need not be incorporated in 
the specificity requirements for agents. 
IV.S. The Function of the Passive. 
The function of the passive is usually stated in terms of noun 
phrases: the subject of an active clause is demoted, the objec~ is 
promoted. There is controversy whether demotion of the subject is 
spontaneous 1 and so the primary function of the passive, or whether 
it is a consequence of the promotion of the object, which in the case 
of intransitive verbs would be a 0-element. 2 
In Relational Grammar noun phrases are arranged in a hierarchy: 
1. See Comrie, 1977. 
2. See Perlmutter, 1978. 
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Subject> Direct Object > Indirect Object> other obligatory NPs > 
Locative, Instrumental, etc. The highest~ranking NP, the subject, 
is - at least in Indo-European languages - the only one to control 
verb agreement; one or more of the other NPs (following the hierarchy) 
may be promoted to subject by transformation. 
What this universal hierarchy does not show is that in German, 
and in Indo-European languages in general, the status of the subject 
is radically different from that of other NPs. The subject is usually 
the topic, and the rest of the clause is the comment. , The subject 
is the only NP that stands outside the verb phrase and is op~osed to it. 
All other noun phrases are dependent on the verb and are part of the 
verb phrase. 
In an active sentence the subject commands the centre of 
attention and the verb phrase is predicated of it. If there is no 
verb phrase that can be a predicate, we get existential sentences: 
(41) dd) Es war einmaZ ein Konig~ 'Once upon a time there was a ,king'. 
(42) Es gibt keine bZauen Erdbeeren. 'There are no blue strawberries' . 
In passive sentences, the centre of attention is said to be 
shifted to the object. But to base a fundamentally different clause 
type on the Direct Object seems arbitrary, especially as the DO is 
not always present. It is only one of the noun phrases dependent on 
the verb; it is the highest-ranking of these, but not the only one 
opposed to the subject. 
A much more basic opposition is the one between the subject and 
verb phrase, which is common to transitive and intransitive sentences. 
If one sees the function of the passive as bringing to the centre of 
attention not a noun phrase dependent on the verb, but the verb phrase 
as a whole, both transitive and intransitive passives can be accommodated. 
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The passive of transitive verbs would then appear as a special case, 
one in which the highest-ranking NP within the verb phrase forms a 
new opposition with the verb. Other NPs remain part of the verb phrase. 
The prominence of a noun phrase depends not only on its 
syntactic function, but also on its specificity. The more specific 
a noun phrase, the more likely it is to attract the attention of the 
hearer. Specificity is a property of noun phrases, not of verbs. 
So if the emphasis is to be shi~ted from the subject-agent to the 
verb phrase, this is only possible if the agent phrase does not 
attract attention away from it, i.e. if the agent is non-specific 
or at least not more specific than a NP within the verb phrase. This 
is the specificity condition discussed in IV.4. 
The observation that with subjectless passives only human 
agents are possible may perhaps be explained by the fact that human 
agents are the most common, and therefore unmarked, agents, so that 
they attract a minimum of attention. 
If the verb phrase 'contains only new information, e.g. if it 
consists of a verb only, which cannot be definite, or if any dependent 
noun phrase contains new information as well, the subjectless p~ssive 
sentence is existential. Only a subject can be the topic of a sentence 
(i.e. take a predicate) and carry new information at the same time, 
e.g. 
(43) a) Ein Mann kam die Strasse entZang. 
'A man came along the street'. 
b) Es ist ein Kind geboren worden. 'A child has been born'. 
c) Auf dem BiZd ist ein Raus zu sehen. 
'In the picture a house can be seen (= is visible)'. 
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If a subjectless sentence contains a definite NP, i.e. old information, 
that NP becomes the topic of the sentence and the verb is predicative: 
the verb carries the new information which is predicated of the NP. 
Sentences of type (1) a) ~elong in this category. 
The werden-passive is the only construction discussed in this 
paper in which purely intransitive verb~ can occur, i.e. it is a means 
of asserting the existence of an action without reference to the 
existence of a noun phrase. 
v. The Stative Passive (Type (1) c». 
In addition to the passive with werden discussed so far, 
German also has a passive , formed with seine It describes the state 
resulting from an action rather than the action itself, and is hence 
called 'stative passive'. 
The agent may be mentioned in stative passives, but this 
possibility is not often made use of, probably because the idea of an 
agent who instigates the action which results in a state is too far 
removed to be relevant to the message. 
Practically all verbs that can occur in stative passives can 
also form a werden-passive, 1 but the converse is not true: not every 
action results in a state. 
A stative passive can be formed of transitive and intransitive 
verbs: 
(44) a) Viele Belden fruherer Jahrhunderte sind heute vergessen. 
'Many heroes of earlier centuries are nowadays forgotten'. 
b) Das Baus soll zum 1. Juni fertiggestellt seine 
'The building is to be complete(d) by June 1'. 
1. exception: enthalten 'contain' 
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c) Die Strasse ist von Lampen beleuchtet . 
'The street is lit by lamps'. 
d) Damit ist mir nicht geholfen/gedient . 
'With that I (dat) am not helped/served' = 
'That is no help/use to me'. 
(1) c) Fur Getranke ist gesorgt. 
Stative passives of intransitive verbs are rare; Helbig/Kempter (+9f3,~ .21) 
claim that they are only possible with dative NPs, and they list as 
intransitive verbs which form a stative passive: helfen 'help', 
nUtzen 'be useful', schaden 'harm', vergeben and verzeihen ' forgive'. 
However, (1) c) is also grammatical, and so is: 
(45) Es ist an alles gedacht . 'Everything has been thought of'. 
So the restriction to dative NPs is too narrow. 
The small number of examples available in the stative passive 
makes it difficult to generalize. But one observation is certainly 
relevant: the oblique NP in the intransitive passive cannot be 
non-anaphoric,l i.e. it must contain old information: 
(46) a) *Fur einige cetranke ist gesorgt . 'Some drinks 
b) *Damit ist e~n~gen von uns nicht geholfen . ' ... some of us' 
But: c) Damit ist solchen Leuten nicht geholfen . ' people like that' 
If the oblique NP has to be anaphoric, it is not surprising to find 
that it cannot be absent. There are no stative passives of purely 
intransitive verbs, at least not in ordinary declarative sentences. 
This means that the stative passive does not occur in existential 
sentences, and ~s always predicative. (In form it is very close to 
the adjectival predicate). 
However, Brinker2 is puzzled by a few exceptions: 
1. 'Anaphoric' is here understood in the sense defined by Rando and 
apoli, 1978, as including deictics and generics. 
2 . 1971, p. 80. 
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(47) a) Geklagt muss se&n. 'Complaining is necessary'. 
b) Jetzt soll geschieden se&n. 'Now must be parted'. 
c) Nun ist fertig getanzt. 'Now dancing is finished'. 
Brinker considers this evidence as too scanty to be usable and does not 
take it into account. Sentences of this kind are not existential. 
They do not occur without a modal auxiliary (muss~ soll) or a modifier 
(fertig , similarly genug 'enough'). The existence of a state is not 
so much asserted as commented on, it is 'necessary', 'finished', etc., 
typically, as in b) and c), with an imperative meaning. 
There is a similar imperative meaning in a group of intransitive 




(Es wird) Hiergeblieben! 'Stay here! !!'. 
Jetzt wird gestorben! 'Now there is dying'. 
c) Jetzt wird aber geschlafen ! 'But now there is sleeping'. 
These passive sentences do not denote a desired action, but a desired 
state . o ~ change of state ". If one compares (47) and (48), "the 
'existential' character of the sentences in (48) is evident. 
The overall number of sein-passives of intransitive verbs is 
so small that authors often prefer to ignore them1 or deny their 
existence altogether. 2 
Agent phrases occur in about 9% of all stative passives 
(compared to up to 17% of werden-passives).3 The percentage of inanimate 
agents is much greater in sein-passives than in werden-passives, and 
so is the percentage of sentences in which the agent is unrecoverable ; 
both facts indicate that the verb does not describe an action. 
1. Schoenthal, 1976, p. 34. 
2. Huber/Kummer, 1974, p. 250. 
3. Figures from Schoenthal. 
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Examples of agents with stative passives: 
(49) a) Der Brief ist vom Prasidenten personZich unterschrieben . 
'The letter is signed by the president himself'. 
b) Das Raus ist vom Architekten gebaut. 
'The house is architect-built'. 
c) Amerika ist von Europa durch den AtZantik getrennt. 
'America is separated from Europe by the Atlantic Ocean'. 
When an inanimate agent is expressed, as in (49) c), a werden-passive 
is possible and has the same, stative, meaning: 1 
cc) Amerika wird von Europa durch den AtZantik getrennt. 
If an inanimate agent is unexpressed, usually neither a werden-passive 
nor an active transformation are possible: 
(50) a) Die Atome sind aus drei Gruuibausteinen zusammengesetzt. 
'Atoms are made up of three basic components'. 
b) *Die Atome werden aus 3 Grundbausteinen zusammengesetzt. 
c) *Jemand/Etwas hat die Atome ... zusammengesetzt. 
If the agent is animate, usually human, an active sentence and a 
werden-passive in the perfect tense can be constructed as paraphrases, 




(= 49a) Der Brief ist vom Prasidenten unterschrieben. 
Der Brief ist ' vom Prasidenten unterschrieben worden. 
Der Prasident hat den Brief unterschrieben. 
With stative passives of intransitive verbs ,the agent is always human .. 
I have not been able to construct an acceptable intransitive 
sein-passive with an explicit agent. But this may be due to the fact 
that agents with sein-passives are infrequent anyway, and intransitive 
sein-passives are very rare, too. The only example found in the 
1. See Helbig/Kempter, 1973, p. 12. 
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literature is in Brinker: 1 
(51) dafur is t schon von Natur aus gesorgt . 
'Nature has (already) provided for that'. 
(Agent phrase: 'on the part of Nature ') 
This example is probably not typical. The verb sor gen f ur requires 
a human agent, as is usual with intransitive pass i ves, and 'Nature ' 
is clearly seen as anthropomorphic; but the preposition von ... aus 
does not explicitly mark a noun phrase as an agent. 
However, ' the absence of clearer examples is no reason to 
assume that an agent phrase with intransitive stativ'e passives i s 
impossible on principle. 
VI. Type (1) d): se~n + zu + Infinitive. This patte rn is f ully 
productive in present-day German. 
(52) (tr) a) Va s Raus" ist nicht zu sehen . 
'The house cannot be seen' = ' ••• is not vis i ble '. 
b) Die Arbeit ist zu erZedigen . 'The job mu st be done' . 
(itr) c) 
d) 
and (1) d) 
Fussganger n i s t auszuweichen. 'Give way to pedestrian s '. 
Mit Rochwasser i s t heute nicht zu rechnen . 
'Flooding is not to be (= need not be) ex p ected today ' . 
Vem Mann is t zu heZfen . c a n 
In all the examples, the infinitive construction has a modal meaning: 
possibility in (52) a) and (1) d), necessity in (52 ) b) , c) , d ). In 
isolation a sentence may be ambiguous: 
1. 1971, p. 74. 
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(53) Das Raus ist zu besichtigen. inspec ted' . 
a) Das Raus kann ~sichtigt werden. 
= 
b) Das Raus muss besichtigt werden. 
It may be disambiguated by other elements of the same clause, e.g. by 
adverbials, by the context, or by extralinguistic conventions. Compare: 
(54) a) Es ist mit einer Verbesserung der Lage zu rechnen. 
'An improvement of the situation is to be expected' 
= 
, 
can be expected' . 
b) Es ist mit einer VerschZechterung der Lage zu rechnen . 
'A deterioration of the situation is to be expected' 
= must be expec ted' . 
Sentences such as (54) a) and b) cannot be differentiated by their 
underlying forms; they must have an identical syntactic structure. 
The infinitive construction may be modified by adverbials, and the 
choice of adverbial often, but nat always, determines the modal 
interpretation: 
(55) a) Der Aujrug ist bis morgen zu erZedigen. 
'The job must/ ? can be done by tomorrow'. 
(The notion of a deadline favours the 'must'-interpretation). 
b) Der Auf trag ist unbedingt bis morgen zu erZedigen . 
'The job must absolutely be done by tomorrow'. 
c) Der Auf trag ist ohne weiteres bis morgen zu erZedign. 
'The job can without difficulty be done by tomorrow'. 
Paraphrases reveal a difference in stru~ture: 
(56) a) Es ist notwendig/mogZich~ den Auf trag bis morgen zu 
erZedigen. 'It is neccessary/possible 
b) Es ist unbedingt notwendig~ den Auf trag bis morgen zu 
erZedigen. , ... absolutely necessary 
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c) Es ist ohne wei teres mogZich~ den Auf trag his morgen 
zu erZedigen. , ... without difficulty possible ... ' 
The extraposed sentences in (56) show that the underlying structure 
of (55) contains an adjectival predicate which does not appear at 
the surface. This predicate takes a sentential subject. 
The adverbial his morgen modifies the verb of the embedded 
clause, and is neutral between the mUssen- and the konnen-
interpretation. The other two adverbials qualify the adjectives 
notwendig and mc3gZ,ich respec tively, and are not interchangeable. The 
presence of an adverb in surface structure that is compatible only with 
one of the two modalities forces the corresponding modal interpretation. l 
As the difference in case marking in (55) and (56) shows -
der Auf trag is nominative, den Auf trag is accusative - the embedded 
sentence contained in the infinitive construction has been passivized. 
An agent phrase is possible with this passive, but is is 
rare. The restrictions on the agent are different from those of the 
werden- passive. Eggers 2 observes that the agent (if expressed) is 
specific with the mUssen-interpretation, general with the konnen-
interpretation. If ' this is true, the choice of agent may disambiguate 
a sentence. Compare: 
(57) a) Die TUr ist vom Fahrer zu offnen .. 
'The door must be opened by the driver'. 
b) Die ErkZ(irung ist von jedem Idioten zu ve'rstehen. 
'The explanation can be understood by any idiot~. 
However, a specific agent may o'ccur in either sentence: 
1. Kolb, 1966, lists the two classes of disambiguating adverbials 
but does not analyse the structure. 
2. SdG 24, p. 41. 
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aa) Die TUr ist von Peter zu offnen . , ... must 
bb) Die ErkZarung ist sogar von Peter zu verstehen . 
. .. can ... ' 
In (57) aa) Peter is understood to be somebody with a special authority 
or obligation, he may be the 'driver' of (57) a); 'bb) implies that 
Peter is an idiot. In either case, the individual is seen as the 
member of a class; it may be explicitly included in a class, as in bb) 
(where the class itself is not identified, e.g. 'anybody'), or the 
.class may be restricted to one individual, as in cc). 
cc) Die ErkZarung ist nur von Peter zu verstehen . 
only by Peter . , 
The explanation for the fact that agents in k3nnen-sentences tend to 
be more general than those of mUssen-sentences lies in the nature of the 
modalities: the class of possible agents is naturally greater than 
that of necessary agents. 
But if the type of agent depends on the modality contained 
in the passive sentence, then the modality must be independent of any 
quality inherent in the agent noun. This distinguishes se~n + zu + 
infinitive constructions from constructions with the auxiliaries mUssen 
and konnen . 
The choice of agent is not free but depend s on the situation. 
It is to be noted that in all sentences of type (1) d), whether formed 
with transitive or intransitive verbs, the agent has to be human; this 
suggests again that the human agent is the least marked one: the type 
of agent which is determined by the situation cannot be too specific. 
With stative passives, a noun phrase can be introduced as new 
information only if a subject is present; the subject itself may carry 
new information - in that case the new information contained in the 
subject is opposed to the new information contained in the verb phrase. 
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In the absence of a subject there must be opposition between old and new 
information, and as the verb always conveys new information, at least 
one (obligatory) noun phrase must identify something as known to the 
hearer. 
This is also true for se&n + zu + infinitive constructions, 
but with exceptions. 
(58) a) (= 1d) Dem Mann ist zu helfen. 
b) *Einem Mann ist zu helfen 
c) *Es ist einem Mannzu helfen. 
d) (= 52c) Fussgangern 1 ist auszuweichen . 
e) *Einigen Fussgangern ist auszuweichen. 
f) Mit deinem Vater ist nicht zu reden. 
'Your father is impossible to talk to'. 
'some pedestrians 
g) *Mit e&nem Mann ist nicht zu reden. 'a man 
h) *Mit einem kleinen Taschengeld ist nicht auszukommen. 
'A small amount of pocke.t money is impossible to get 
by with'. 
i) Mit einem so kleinen Taschengeld 2 ist nicht auszukommen. 
'Such a small amount 
j) (= 54 a/b) Es ist mit e&ner Verbesserung/verschlechterung 
der Lage zu' rechnen. 
k) Es ist fur e&ne angemessene unterbringung der Sportler 
zu sorgen. 'Adequate accommodation of the sportsmen 
must be arranged'. 
1) An dieser Tatsache ist nicht zu zweifeln. 
'This fact cannot be doubted'. 
1. immediately identifiable because it is generic, see p. 26 fn.1. 
2. see preceding footnote. 
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m) *An einer der Tatsachen ist nicht zu zweifeln. 
'One of the facts cannot be doubted'. 
Sentences (58) j) and k) are grammatical although they are subjectless 
and do not contain a definite NP (old information). The difference 
must lie in the choice of NP, but it cannot be the .distinction between 
dative NP and Prepositional Phrase, because g) is ungrammatical. It 
could be the distinction between concrete and abstract nouns, although 
this does not play any part in any of the other constructions discussed 
so far, and one wonders why it should; also, m) is ungrammatical 
although 'fact' is abstract. The structure of the sentences may provide 
a clue. 
The modality expressed in the infinitive construction may be 
seen as predicated of a sentential subject. The embedded clause is 
in the passive, and may be subjectless; so it should be represented 
not by 'X does y' nor .'y isdoae by X', but by 'y happens', where Y 
may be the connection between a noun phrase which is the topic l and a 
verbal (action) predicate, or the verbal action itself. 
The infinitive construction can then be . analysed as: 
That Y happens is necessary/possible. 
In ch. IV2 it was claimed that subjectless sentences that 
contained only new information were existential in character, i.e. 
the existence of the verbal action and of the referent of any noun phrase 
was asserted. 3 
1. see p. 25 above 
2. p. 24. 
3. 'existence of an action' is a contradiction in terms, 'occurrence' 
might be better, but is not general enough; what fu needed is a 
term that would apply to states and actions alike. In the absence 




If the embedded sentence is existential, the structure would 
read: 
That Y exists is necessary/possible. 
A statement of this kind can only have a m~an'ing if there is no referent 
of Y which is assumed to exist outside the speaker's mind. This is 
why Tatsache 'fact' appears in the same category as Mann. 
Intransitive verbs without obligatory noun phrase do not occur 
in infinitive constructions of this type. 
(59) a) *Es ist zu tanzen. · 
b) *Es ist nicht zu Zachen. , ... laugh 
c) *Auf der Strasse ist nicht zu tanzen. 'In the street 
d) *Am Abend ist zu tanzen. 'In the evening 
The embedded . passive clause would have to be qualified by a modal; in 
sentences of (58) this was impossible if the statement of the existence 
of the referent was incompatible with modification. As the grammatical 
sentences in (58) show, it was not the .relationship · between the verb 
and the noun phrase on which the difference was based, but ' the semantic 
interpretation of the noun. When there is no noun phrase, it must be 
the semantics of the verb ' - any intransitive verb that can be passivized -
that is incompatible with the modal predicate. The modal predicate is 
stative, and a stative predicate is compatible with a noun phrase as 
~opic, the existence of (the referent of) a noun phrase, (e.g. 58 j,k), 
or the relation between a noun phrase and a predicate (e.g. ld, 58f), but 
not with pure verbal action. 
These verbs do not occur in stative passives either, i.e. they 
cannot occur as stative predicates themselves. 
Note: Embedding constructions of the following kind: 
Es ist schon/gut/wunderbar~ dass getanzt wird 
'It is nice/good/wonderful that there is dancing' 
also Es ist notwendig/mogZich~ dass getanzt wird . 
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are no counterexamples to the claim that purely intransitive verbs 
cannot occur with stative predicates: the adjectives in these 
constructions do not describe the 'state' of an action, but the speake.r's 
judgement of it. Whatever their underlying structure, it must differ 
from that of the infinitive construction discussed. 
VII. The so-called Tough-Movement. l 
Following the transformational grammar developed for ' English, 
sentences of the type: 
(60) a) Mein Bruder ist leicht zu uberzeugen . 
'My brother is 
are said to be synonymous with 
easy to persuade'. 
b) Es ist leicht~ meinen Bruder zu uberzeugen. 
which in turn is a transformation, by extraposition, of the underlying 
string: 
c) Meinen Bruder zu uberzeugen ist leicht. 
Sentences of type (60) b) will be referred to as 'extraposed' sentences, 
type (60) a) sentences are 'tough-moved'. 
By the rule of Tough Movement the object me~nen Bruder is raised 
into the matrix clause where it appears as the subject although it is 
not semantically the subject .of ist leicht. 
Although this rule works for the example given in (60), it 
presents difficulties when applied to other German sentences. 
D1: The construction occurs with intransitive verbs. 
(61) a) Meinem Bruder ist schwer zu helfen. 
aa) (with expletive es) Es ist meinem Bruder schwer zu helfen. 
b) Es ist schwer~ meinem Bruder zu helfen. 
1. see, for example, Postal and Ross, 1971. 
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As discussed above, there is no reason to assume that the 
oblique NP in (61) a) becomes a subject; if there is a raising operation 
corresponding to Tough Movement , raising would have to apply to a 
0-constituent. 1 However, it fails to apply in sentences with purely 
intransitive verbs. See (62), where the locative in dem hohen Gras 
is not an obligatory constituent of the clause: 
(62) a) *In dem hohen Gras ist schwer zu tanzen. 
'In the high grass dancing is difficult'. 
aa) *Es ist in dem hohen Gras schwer zu tanzen~ 
b) Es ist schwer~ in dem hohen Gras zu tanz en . 
D2: In contrast to English, where the class ~f adjectives 
which allow Tough Movement is quite large, the rule applies only to a 
very small number' of German adjectives, practically only schwer and Zeicht~ 
but not to semantically similar schwierig , so the adjectives can 
hardly be said to form a class. 
(63) a) Es ist schwierig~ me1.-nen Bruder zu iiberzeugen. , difficult 
b) kinderZeicht~ , dead easy 
c) *Mein Bruder ist schwierig zu iiberzeugen. 
d) *Mein Bruder ist kinderZeicht zu iiberzeugen. 
D3: In~uitively, extraposed sentences and tough-moved sentences 
do not seem to be completely synonymous. There is a difference in the 
stress pattern: In ,extraposed sentences the main emphasis is on the 
adjective, with a secondary stress on the verb: 
(60) b) Es ist Ze{cht~ meinen Bruder zu uberze~gen. 
In tough-moved sentences the main stress is on the verb: 
(60) b) Mein Bruder ist Ze{cht zu uberze~en. 
As it is usually the new information that is stressed, the difference 
in emphasis may indicate a semantic difference. 
1. see J. Breckenridge's thesis. 
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A different extraposed version of (60) a) is suggest ed i n D5 b elow. 
D4: There is another type of apparently tough-moved sent ences, 
with yet a different stress pattern. 
( 64) a) Koffer i s t schw£r '\. Der zu tragen . 
The suitcase is heavy to carry. 
/' 
" b) Das Madchen i s t hubsch anzusehen . 
'The girl is pretty to look at'. 
I" "' c) Di e Aufgabe i s t schwier ig zu l osen . 
The problem is difficult to solve . 
./' "-
d) Die MU sik ist schrecklich anzuhoren . 
'The music is terrible to listen to'. 
Although these sentences look superficially like tough-mov ed 
sentences, they have a different structure. The noun is s emantically 
as well as grammatically the subject of the adjectival pr ed ica t e : 
(64) aa) Del' Ko ffer ist schwer. 
bb) Das Madchen i st hilbsch. 
cc) Di e Aufgabe is t schwierig . 
dd) Die MUsik is t schrecklich . 
The infinitive in sentences of this type qualifies the adject ive, 
similar in function to the supine in Latin 'difficil e dictu' : t he 
suitcase is heavy 'with respect to carrying', the g ir l yre t ty 'with 
respect to looking at' etc. That e xplains why, in contras t to ( 60 ) 
a), the adjective in (63) is more heavily stressed t han the infinitive . 
Extraposed versions of (64) a) - d) ex i st: 
(65) a) Es i s t schwer., den Koffer zu tragen . 
b) Es i s t hubsch., das Madchen anzusehen . 
c) Es i s t schwierig., die Aufgabe zu losen . 
d) Es i s t schrecklich., die MUsik anzuhoren. 
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But they can hardly be called synonymous. 'It is difficult to solve 
the problem' is not the same as 'The problem is difficult to solve'. 
In (65) a) Es ist schwer~ den Koffer zu tragen the adjective schwer 
changes meaning from 'heavy' to 'hard'. 
The difference is that in (64) the adjectives qualify nouns, 
in (65) they qualify sentential subjects. 
D5: There are 'tough-moved' sentences of which no extraposed 
version exists. Compare (60) a) with (66) a) - e) where the slot of 
Leicht is filled differently: 
(60) a) Mein Bruder ist le~cht zu uberzeugen. 
(66) Mein Bruder ist 
a) kawn zu uberzeugen. 'hardly' 
b) nicht 'not' 
c) nur mit Mil he 'only with difficulty' 
d) mit Leichtigkeit 'with the greatest ease' 
e) auf keine Weise 'in no way' 
The elements substituted in (66) are adverbials, and the fact that they 
can take the place of Leicht in (60) a) shows that Leicht is also an 
adverbial. Compare the paraphrases: 
(66) aa) Mein Bruder kannleicht/kawn/nicht/nur mit Muhe! 
mit Leichtigkeit/auf keine Weise 
uberzeugt werden . 
'My brother can easily/hardly/etc. be persuaded'. 
As the adverbial is optional in the paraphrases in - (66), it should also 
be dispensable in 'tough-moved' sentences, and so it is. The structure 
of the'tough-moved' sentence is, of course, ihe same as that of the 
infinitive construction discussed in ch. VI. 
The adverb may qualify the verb or the modality inherent in 
the infinitive: 
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(67) a) Das Raus ist Leicht zu finden . is easy to find' 
aa) Es i s t Leicht moglich~ das Raus zu finden . 'easily possible' 
Das Raus ist deutlich -zu sehen. ' ... clearly vi sible' 
Es ist moglich~ das Raus deutl~ch zu sehen. 
, ... to see ... clearly' 
( 68) a) Der. Auf trag ist sofort auszufuhren. 
aa) Es ist notwendig~ den Auf trag sofort auszujUhren. 
'It is necessary to do the job immediately'. 
(see also (55) and (56) above). 
The raising-interpretation of these sentences was transferred 
from English, where it is legitimate, to a construction which has 
nothing to do with it, simply because in German two adjectives of the 
, tough ' . - class, Leicht and sch:wer., happen to occur as adverbs as well. 
VIII. Type (1) e): lassen + reflexive + infinitive. 
lassen-constructions occur with animate and inanimate noun 
phrases, and with transitive and intransitive verbs : 
(69) (tr) 
a) Der Mann lasst sich beraten . 
'The man allows/causes himself to be given advice' = 
'The man accepts/asks for advice'. 
b) Der Rund lasst siCh nicht streicheln 
'The dog does not allow itself to be patted'. 
c) Die TUr lasst sich nicht offnen. 
'The door cannot be opened'. 
(70) (itr) 
a) Der Mann lasst siehl helfen. 
'The man allows/causes himself (dat) to be helped '. 
1. That sich is date in (70) a), acc. in (69) a) can be shown by 
substituting 1st and or 2nd p. pronouns, where the cases are distinct. 
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b) Der Erfolg lasst auf sich warten. 
'Success allows/causes itself to be waited for' = 
'Success keeps us waiting' 
.. 
c) Uber Einzelheiten lasst sich verhandeln. 
'Details can be negotiated'. 
The choice between 'allow' and 'cause' seems to be as much a matter 
of surface interpretation as the differentiation between mUssen and 
konnen in th.e infinitive constructions of (1) d). However, there is 
at least a difference in impression between examples a) and b) on the 
one hand, and the c) sentences on the other. Semantically, the 
referent of the noun phrase in c) is inanimate, whereas in a) and b) 
it is animate (even Erfolg , which, as the choice of verb shows, is 
personified). But there are also deeper syntactic differences. One 
is the possibility of admitting a direct object: 
(71) a) Der Mann lasst sich die Brille wegnehmen. 
'The man allows himself (dat) to have his spectacles 
taken from (him). 
b) Die Katze lasst sich e&ne Glocke umbinden. 
'The cat allows herself (dat) to have a bell" tied 
round (her neck)'. 
c) *Der Stuhl lasst sich die Jacke uberhangen. 
'The chair allows itself to have a coat hung over 
it(s back) '. 
But: cc) Die Jacke lasst sich uber den Stuhl hangen. 
'The coat allows itself to (= can) be hung over the chair'. 
Another difference lies in the occurrence of subjectless sentences. 
(1) e) and (70) c) are subjectless. Compare the following pair: 
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(72) a) Der Mann lasst mit sich reden. 
, ... allows himself to be talked to' . 
b) Mit dem Mann l-asst sich reden. · 
'It is possible to talk to the man' 
The comparison points to a .difference in structure.· The underlying 
pattern of a)-sentences must be something like 
X ~llows/causes (something is done to X), 
whereas· b) would be 
X is such that (something can be done to X). j 
The translation given for (71) cc) is thus inaccurate. 'The coat is 
such that' can only mean 'the coat can', not 'allows'. 
In (72) a) der Mann is the agent of lassen, though not of the 
verb in the embedded sentence. In (72) b) Mann is not an agent at all; 
'X is such that y' means that X is the topic (if not the subject) of 
a stative sentence. As has been shown before, the topic of a subjectless 
stative sentence (types 1c, 1d, and - as we see now -also la) must 
be anaphoric, i.e. identifiable for the hearer. One would expect that 
noun phrases of subjectless sent.ences of type (1) e) obey the same 
constraint. 
(73) a) 
And the following examples are indeed ungrammatical: 
*Es llisst sich mit einem Mann nicht reden. 
b) *-Uber eine Einzelheit fasst sich verhandeln. 'a detail' 
(possible when interpreted as 'one detail' - special 
emphasis on 'eine - meaning: 'one detail is such ... ') 
In chapter VI it was claimed that purely intransitive passive verbs 
do not occur in stative sentences; this claim would be strengthened 
if the same observation could be made in las-sen-constructions. So see: 
(74) a) *Hier lasst sich tanzen. 
b) *Bei dem Larm lasst sich nicht arbeiten. 
'With this noise it is impossible to work'. 
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Some verbs of this class occur in a very similar construction: 
(75) a) In Canberra lasst es sich gut leben. 
, .. · d t 1· , 
... It lS goo 0 lve. 
b) Bier lasst es sich aushalten. 'Here it is tolerable'. 
c) *Im hohen Gras lasst es sich nicht tanzen. 
it is impossible to dance'. 
In sentences of this kind, es is obligatory, and as its position shows, 
it is a true subject. These constructions are thus outside the scope 
of this paper. As they occur only with certain verbs, es is probably 
.not a dummy, but has a meaning, e.g. 'situation', 'circumstances'. 
A noun phrase is thus obligatory with (1) e)- constructions, 
and this noun phrase has to be anaphoric. 
In infinitive constructions of (1) d) the agent was determined 
by the situation and could only be generic. If the analysis given for 
(1) e)- constructions is correct, the agent of the passive should be 
determined by the character of (the referent of) the noun phrase and 
would have to be even more general. If an agent occurs at all in these 
constructions - and it is very rare - it is indeed very general, or 
explicitly restricted, e.g. 
(76) a) Die TUr lasst sich von jedem c3ffnen. 
b) Die Tur lasst sich von e1-nem so kleinen Kind nicht offnen. 
, 
cannot be opened by such a small child' . . . . 
c) *Die TUr lasst sich von Peter nicht offnen . 
d) Die TUr lasst sich auch von Peter nicht offnen. 1 
In subjectless sentences agent phrases do not occur. But the agent 
implied in intranstive and transitive constructions is always human. 
1. In these examples, however, a transfer from the 'personal' 
construction of type (72) e) may have occurred. As such an 
influence is conceivable, the examples should not be taken as sure 
proof that agent phrases are possible in this construction. 
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Constructions of this type are impossible with human subjects and, as 
far as I can see, also with human dative objects, perhaps human 
topics in general. The only example in which a human noun phrase is 
the topic is the one given in (72) b), in which the acceptability may 
depend on the verb and the preposition mit, which implies partnership. 
So, apart from this exception, only inanimate nouns occur as topics, 
and it may be that the qualities of an inanimate oblique NP cannot 
determine the choice of a human agent', so that the agent remains 
unspecified. 
Conclusion 
An unexpected result of this .investigation has been the 
observation that there must be a rule, with some systematic exceptions, 
that an obligatory noun phrase in a subjectless sentence must be 
anaphoric; non-obligatory noun phrases are not affected by this 
restriction. In sentences with subjec~s the rule does not apply to 
the subject nor to any other noun phrase. 
This condition means that in every sentence there must be at 
least one noun phrase that can be the topic of the sentence. In the 
unmarked sentence the topic is the subject; it is identified by case 
marking and verb agreement, and need not otherwise have been 
introduced to the hearer. When a subject is present, no other NP can 
be the topic. In the absence of a subject, a NP cannot be marked 
as the topic by verb agreement, so it can only be identified if its 
referent is already known to the hearer, i.e. if it is anaphoric. This 
explains why oblique NPs in sentences of type (1) a), (1) c), most of 
(1) d), and (1) e) cannot carry new information. 
If the verb could be a topic, there would be no need for a 
restriction on noun phrases; but this is clearly not the case. And 
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obviously non-obligatory noun phrases cannot be topics either. 
Consequently, a sentence which does not contain any noun 
phrase, as the purely intransitive type of (1) b), does not have a 
topic. We know of other topicless sentences. They are sentences that 
introduce noun phrases without a predicate, i.e. without comment. They 
are existential sentences, e.g. English 'There is' , I German es gibt 
Sentences which consist of a verb on~y ' can therefore also be considered 
as existential. The only difference is that a NP that has been 
introduced in an existential sentence can thereupon become a topic, 
whereas a verb can not. An existential sentence may thus contain a 
noun phrase or a verb; if it contained both, and the noun phrase 
were introduced as a subject Or a topic, the verb would automatic~lly 
function as the predicate, and the sentence would cease to be 
existential. So apart from purely intransitive passives only intransitive 
passives with indefinite,non-anaphoric NPs are existential. This is 
confirmed by the observation that in (1) d)~ sentences only such NPs 
could appear in existential embedded sentences, that had referents with 
whose existen'ce the modification by the predicate was c~mpatible. The 
reason why purely intransitive verbs are impossible in that construction 
is, as can be seen now, not the one tentatively given in ch. VI, but 
the fact that the modal -can only be a predicate, and the verb cannot 
be a topic. 
It is clear from the evidence of this paper that statives -
whether verbs or adjectives - cannot be topics and can only occur as 
comments, i.e. predicates. There are stative predicates in (1) a); 
(1) c); the matrix clause in (1) d); and the higher clause ('X is 
such') in (1) e). All these predicates require topics. This means 
that purely intransitive verbs, because they are not associated with 
a topic-worthy noun phrase, can only occur in type (1) b) and in the 
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embedded clause of (1) d) (if the lower clause of (1) e) is not 
interpreted as stative, it is rule out because it must contain a NP 
which is coreferential with the upstairs topic). So the concept of 
topicality helps to explain the distribution of purely intransitive 
verbs in passive sentences. 1 
The idea that passivization means shift~ng the emphasis from 
the subject-agent to the verb phrase, as developed in IV.5., can now 
also be seen as a shift away from the unmarked topic. If the underlying 
pr~dicate contains a noun phrase ' that is topic-worthy, it can be chosen 
as the new topic. I Obviously the Direct Object is the new topic par 
excellence 
- it can even take on subject features - but in its 
absence any other obligatory NP may become the topic provided that it 
is identifiable. If there is no noun phrase that is identifiable as 
topic, the resulting passive sentences is topicless, i.e. existential. 
The agent - the topic of the underlying sentence - is removed to a 
syntactic position where it cannot be the topic, but that is possible 
only if there is another NP that can be chosen as the topic, or if the 
agent NP itself would not be the topic if it were not in subject 
position, e.g. if it is unspecific. 
In the intransitive passive constructions examined the agent 
was always human; in the last two types it even had to be human if 
the construction was 'transitive'. In type (1) a) sentences there 
is no agent, but the referent of the oblique NP must be human. So the 
generalization is possible that subjectless sentences in German are 
either about human actionsor about human states. In sentences of type 
(1) d) and e) the action is controlled not by an agent but by external 
circumstances. Apparently in cases of this kind only the unmarked 
agent is possible, even with 'transitive' passives. 
1. Passive sentences with 'imperative' meaning remain outside this 
pattern. They would have to be investigated in comparison with other 
imperatives. 
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